A Fly on the Wall...

Enrichment with Mrs. Craig
This week enrichment classes have been all about snow! The threes classes made snow flakes from
shapes cut out of paper they painted collaboratively last week. PreK, Kindergarten, and Prefirst drew
beautiful snowflakes with pastels after observing microscopic photographs of these frosty crystals. All the
classes enjoyed the effervescent bubbling of our “snowstorm in a jar”, the magic of instant snow
powder, and cutting snowflakes out of folded paper. The dusting of snow on our campus and our
beautiful creations combined to make a winter wonderland!

Pre-k with Mrs. Arrup, Mrs. Baker & Mrs. Knott
January has been filled with Joy in the Redeemer Pre-K classrooms! We are all very happy to be back at
school. We have successfully worked our way through the letters K, L, M and N. There were kings and
kites, lady bugs, laughs and lollipops and our hallway has been taken over by Math Monsters! Be sure to
ask your child how many eyes, arms and legs their monster has. Numbers are being mastered and we
are counting with one to one correspondence - we will be counting our noodles for necklaces. The
classrooms are decorated with lots of snowmen and snowflakes- maybe this will help bring those special
snow days we are looking forward to. Pre-k has also welcomed three new friends and everyone has
adjusted seamlessly. Being outside is still one of our favorite things to do, so please continue to send in
the hats, mittens and boots. Some of the children have mastered their zippers - thank you for the extra
practice at home! Looking forward to a fun-filled February.

Music with Mrs. B.
We are moving outside to music from the Nutcracker! We are
marching to The March and Battle and dancing with streamers
and paper snowflakes to the Land of the Snowflakes. We are also
playing drums and tambourines to the Russian Dance and then
finishing with a Snowball fight with fluffy snowballs! Lots of fun
going on in Mrs B’s class!!!

Kindergarten with Mrs. Smith & Mrs. Vandenberg
We are having a fun and busy time growing and learning in
Kindergarten. We are continuing to become more independent
at school and hopefully at home. Please have your child
practice zipping their own coat and work on tying shoes. Please
send in several extra masks for your child as masks get wet and
dirty throughout the day. In the next few weeks in our unit
studies, we will be learning about penguins and then space –
we are excited to work on them. Stay tuned for some more mini
homework projects which will allow your child to teach the other
students about something that they have learned. We will be
learning about geometry and 3-D shapes in math in the
upcoming weeks. In language arts we are sounding out words
and beginning to read books together. Please continue to read
with your child at home!

Chapel with Mother O.
We have been braving the elements in chapel this winter! On
Epiphany, the day the magi get to the baby Jesus, we smelled
incense like the frankincense that they brought him, which was a
lot of fun. And each week we pray for our chapel food, saying
“May all be fed. May all be healed. May all be loved.” It’s a
prayer for all of us this month and in all the months to come.

World Cultures with Mrs. Knott
Our world travelers have ventured to China. After stamping passports,
they were treated to the adventures of The Seven Chinese Brothers by
Margaret Mahy. They have also explored Chinese characters, writing
their names and creating Valentine cards with this newly learned form
of communication. We look forward to learning new games, sampling
Chinese delicacies, and celebrating the Lunar New Year.

Lunch Bunch with Miss Ball, Mrs. Schroeder & Mrs. Wyatt
Lunch Bunchers have been enjoying their afternoons. We have begun
alternating between activities at Lunch Bunch. Each day we plan on
doing either a craft, game, process art, Spanish lesson or music &
movement activity. We are alternating days in which we do each
activity so that no matter what day your child stays they will get to
experience everything. Thank you so much for sending your children to
Lunch Bunch we have been enjoying seeing their happy faces in the
afternoons!
The 3s with Mrs. Blair, Miss Ball, Mrs. Hobson & Mrs. Schroeder
The 3s have been busy enjoying our time together at school.
We have been reading Mo Willems books, talking about the
winter season and enjoying cold days out on the playground.
Thank you for supplying your children with appropriate winter
clothing and so many layers! We have been practicing
putting on our own coats, hats and mittens as well as adding
and subtracting all those layers. The children are becoming
more self-sufficient as the cold weather encourages the
children to add clothing to stay warm. We are looking
forward to Valentines and February when we will begin to
discuss Community Helpers and All About Us. As always if you
have any questions or concerns please feel free to send us
an email! Thank you for sharing your wonderful children with
us!

Pre-first with Mrs. Barta
The pre-first children jumped right back into our routine from the
holiday break and have been busy at work. In Language Arts,
we did a story comparison of the book, The Mitten by Jan Brett
and Alvin Tresselt. We discussed the many similarities and differences throughout the stories. We continue to work on our phonics skills and learned 8 new glued sounds with words ending in ng or -nk. Currently, we are learning about consonant blends in
words and sounding them out while reading and writing. Our
handwriting remains to be a focus as well as punctuation in sentences when writing. In our next Math unit, we will learn all about
money and the value of each coin. We will practice exchanging smaller coins for larger valued coins (EX. 10 pennies can be
traded for a dime or 2 nickels.) Money is a difficult concept to
grasp so we will continue to work on this throughout the year.
Please ask your children to help you “pay” the next time you buy
something using coins. Last week, we learned about Martin Luther King, Jr. and how he was such an important person in history.
We created our own P-1 class book with each students’ dream
for the world, and what they would like to be when they grow
up. Next week, we will focus on polar bears and hibernation.

The 2s with Mrs. Wyatt & Mrs. Zuidema
The Twos have had a wonderful January. We started the month talking about the pets we have or the
pets we want. It was fun to hear what they eat and where they sleep. I hope everyone enjoyed the low
maintenance pet rocks that came home. We continued the month with a winter theme. We used dot
markers to make ice skates, and we actually skated down the hall on wax paper. It was lots of fun. We
painted a melted snowman, and we used frozen watercolors to paint mittens. We enjoyed watching
the paint melt and color the paper. During circle time, we have been working on our colors, reading
books, and singing songs. Next month, we will concentrate on Groundhog’s Day, love and friendship,
Valentine’s Day, hearts and the color pink. As always, we thank you for sharing your children with us.

